
T he biggest difference between spherical and real cows may be that the latter are much harder to push around.
Depending on the source, this would require at least two to five people. But even then, the project should be
abandoned, as there are far more enjoyable activities for two to five people. That’s why we have compiled a

list for you of other events worth visiting - in addition to a visit to the Erlanger Bergkirchweih.

Faculty Dinner
It’s a departmental dinner? It’s a games night? No, it’s a Faculty Dinner! On Thursday, 09.06 from 6 p.m., the FSI
Maths/Physics/DS, with help from the three departments, invites you to a joint meal behind the mathematics building.
Students, lecturers and staff are cordially invited to get to know each other and get closer over Asian noodles and crêpes.
For the rest of the evening, we have a variety of outdoor and indoor games ready, in the hope of deepening the relationship
between the teaching and learning bodies.

Game nights
For all those who would like to participate in a sport but have too few rabbits for Kaninhop, too few balls for Quidditch
and too little stamina for most other sports. And of course for everyone else. Feel free to join our next game nights and
enjoy the benefits of sedentary sports as well as many other games with us!
The next game nights are on Tuesday, 21.06, Tuesday, 14.07, Tuesday, 26.07 and Tuesday, 11.08 in the maths practice
rooms. As always, there will also be a joint pizza order.
We are looking forward to seeing you!

Mathematics colloquium
After presenting the physics colloquium on the last toilet paper, we would like to present some equivalent delicacies from
mathematics and data science this time. The next lectures are:

15.06, 12.30-1.30 p.m., H13 Prof. Roland Speicher, Univ. des Saarlands, tba
01.07, 3.15-4.15 p.m., H12 Prof. A. Jüngel, Taming cross-diffusion systems with entropy methods
01.07, 4.45-5.45 p.m., H12 Prof. Dr. M. Cicalese, tba
20.07, 12.30-1.30 p.m., H13 Ass. Prof. G. de Nittis, The magnetic spectral triple: applications and open questions

You can find detailed information about other colloquia of the departments, especially the weekly physics collo-
quium on Wednesdays at 12 o’clock, on the websites of the departments.

Hiking (Together with the FSI Chemistry/MoWi and Biology/ILS/LAG)
On Sunday, June 26th we will go hiking in the Franconian Switzerland again. Meeting point is at 8:45 am at Erlangen main
station, the train to Nuremberg leaves at 9:02 am. Our hike will lead us from Etzelwang to Hersbruck (it is possible to
leave earlier after about 15 km). At noon we will have a picnic - bring something to eat, enough to drink and maybe a
blanket. Don’t forget your semester ticket or 9e ticket and sturdy shoes. We are looking forward to hiking with you!

FSI-Sommerfest
In a way, the FSI-Summerfest is like Lord Voldemort. For years it was thought dead, now it’s back. It always makes an
appearance just before the summer holidays. And its followers (the FSIers) wear black uniforms.
This year the summer party will start on Tuesday, 05.07 from 6pm at the Physikum. Your physical well-being will be
taken care of with a variety of grilled delicacies and both alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Of course, our Prof-DJs will
once again contribute to peace of mind and entertainment.
We will again be supported by the Geosciences FSI, which will be running the cocktail bar at the festival.

How to reach us?
Do you have any questions about your studies? Do you want to know more about us or our events? Or do you even want
to join the FSI? Then you can reach out to us either by email (see below) or via one of our other channels. You can find
the dates of our online meetings and consultation hours on the website. We are looking forward to meeting you!

Toiletpaper

Erlangen, June 2022

Website:

mp.fsi.fau.de

Telegram:

t.me/maphy_fau

WhatsApp:

fsv.tf/3o

Instagram:

fsi.mathe.physik Comic was taken from xkcd.com. Toiletpaper is sponsored by “Alumni-Verein der Physik”.
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